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Press Release
AIO Systems Announces Strategic Partnership with Jabil to Resell
AIO’s IoT SaaS Solutions
The companies will combine strengths to provide innovative, IoT site management solutions
Johannesburg, South Africa, October 19, 2017 - AIO Systems Ltd. and Jabil Energy, a division of Jabil
Inc., today announced a strategic partnership to provide a cloud-based, total remote site monitoring and
control solution, based on AIO’s IoT SaaS technology. Jabil Energy has chosen AIO’s solution as their
preferred IoT solution for new customers in Africa and APAC.
The strategic partnership will capitalize on the strong reputation AIO Systems has developed as a market
leading provider of IoT SaaS based total remote site management solutions utilizing EyeSite technology and
on Jabil Energy’s resources and expertise in providing turnkey distributed energy solutions across the African
market.
“This partnership reinforces each organization’s strong commitment to provide customers with a single
source for the best in class IoT total site management solution, encompassing both equipment and service,”
stated Asher Avissar, CEO of AIO systems. “The agreement expands AIO’s IoT solution’s reach opening
infinite business prospects for Jabil’s existing and potential customers. When our advanced IoT solution is
combined with Jabil’s reputation for excellence in product support, a new driving force is formed. One that
can’t be matched in the telecom tower industry. Its unparalleled results will be revealed in 2018.”
“This relationship combines the strength of Jabil Energy and our experience of deploying RMS in Africa and
other territories with the excellent solutions suite of AIO to drive the next generation of IoT based
infrastructure management and energy solutions into the future,” says Etienne Gerber, business unit director
at Jabil Energy. “The prospect of a smart energy solution managed by next generation IoT, which could be
applied to any industry, is extremely appealing to us. The AIO suite will thus expand our offering and allow
us to address these new markets.”
Under the agreement, AIO will build an IoT SaaS cloud to support Jabil Energy’s existing installed base of
thousands of sites, belonging to one of their strategic tower customers. Jabil will resell AIO’s cloud-based
total remote site management solution exclusively through their distribution network in Africa, with plans to
expand to APAC in the near future.
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Jabil and AIO Systems announce strategic partnership.

About Jabil
Jabil (NYSE: JBL) is a product solutions company providing comprehensive electronics design, production
and product management services. Offering complete product supply chain management from facilities in
29 countries, Jabil provides comprehensive, individualized-focused solutions to customers in a broad
range of industries. Further information is available on Jabil’s website: http://www.jabil.com/.

About AIO Systems
AIO Systems is a next generation solution provider of innovative IoT SaaS based management systems
for remote site networks tailored for tower telecom and industry applications. Its expert solutions utilize the
last word in IoT, Cyber and Security to manage network assurance and site operations in a smooth and
efficient manner. The AIO team has extensive and proven design, development, implementation and
professional services experience for all RMS needs. For Further info, visit: http://www.aiosystems.com/.

